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www.surreyhog.info

Shop Talk
In the days immediately following Dave
Deverell’s resignation we have been in
touch with Pendragon to learn of their
plans. Peter Hadden is Pendragon’s
Franchise Director, responsible for the
four Harley-Davidson dealerships owned
and operated by the group. Peter was
quick to tell us that he would happily
meet the Chapter’s ongoing Newsletter
costs, as previously agreed. He went on:
“The team are all committed to making
the most of all the opportunities over the
next season and I will definitely provide
as much support as possible”.
On the matter of a replacement DP,
Peter explained that John Trevail
(a former DP and now an After Sales
Leader with Pendragon) had been
appointed as a temporary measure.
Given that John is an outsider to the
franchise, Pendragon have arranged
additional support from John Crowder,
DP at Stadium Harley. For the same
reason, Peter tells us that John Travail
will not be involved in any direct
Chapter responsibilities. Instead and for
the time being, Peter has made himself
available as the first point of contact for
us, should we have any queries or
requests. Peter knows that we are keen
to meet with the new permanent DP as
soon as one is appointed. Until then, the
Committee is confident that we can
implement the detailed plans already in
place for the coming season.

Mike Wilson
HD Service Manager
& HOG Dealer Rep.

Call our NEW Hotline for
latest Event Updates:
0845 094 1171 @ local rate
We have the event programme sorted,
so let’s ride and have fun!

The Christmas Cracker
lived up to its name! This sellout event
was marked by a great live band, a
superb disco with a perfect playlist, and
a fantastic atmosphere. What a nice
bunch of people. Huge thanks to Andy
and the rest of the crew that staged this,
as well as to Surrey Harley-Davidson for
their generous support.

Front cover picture:
Catherines new paint job on Pegasus

Magazine: Remember this is YOUR Magazine. Have you
made a contribution? - Do you have an interesting story
with pictures of a Chapter event that you have attended?
Send (Word file & .jpg pics) to graham.woods@surreyhog.info
We would be pleased to try and include them!
WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our website is your first
port of call for the latest on what's happening. It has a lot of
information of interest to Chapter members, and is maintained on a
day by day basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including pictures.
Is there anything else you would like to see on the website?
then contact dik.gregory@surreyhog.info
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A geezer called Napoleon
says turn it down!

2006

Faaker See
To Faak …
...or not to Faak
What’s very big, very
popular and long enough
to go right around a lake?
Well, the answer we’re
looking for is the
European Bike Week at
Faaker See in southern
Austria. The largest
annual biking
extravaganza in Europe,
will be held this year from
September 6th to 10th.
This event is one of Harley
Davidson’s biggest
European calendar fixtures
each year and also
involves a number of
European HOG chapters
as well. So how does this
rally differ from other
Harley rallies?
Well, firstly, while Harley
Davidson and HOG are
the dominant sponsors
and Harley bikers are without doubt
the majority, this rally is open to
everyone – not just other bikes but
also to other businesses such as
Custom Chrome, Hardcore and

many other suppliers of fab crazy
gizmo’s for your bike. All this
results in a magical mixture of like
minded bikers in a magical setting
and a fantastic atmosphere.

Another major difference is the
setting itself. Tucked away on the
southern border of Austria and Italy
are a group of lakes or seas – called
See in Austrian.

3

2006

Faaker See

Completely surrounding one See is
a road and this road is the site of
the rally. Around the road are a
number of villages, Faak, Egg,
Drobollach and all act as centres for
the event. Campsites are also
strung out around the perimeter of
the lake – Camping Arneitz,
Camping Poglitsch and Camping
Grüber are perhaps the most
popular. Some are noisier than
others, particular Camping Arneitz
because it’s right beside the
Custom Village – a very busy area.
Another difference is its sheer size
– its often been compared to the
Daytona of Europe, which might
give you some idea of its scale.
Last year 20,000 bikes turned up
for the fun and games and this year
is set to be bigger still.
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This year Surrey HOG is planning
to have a presence at Faaker See
and will be providing you, the
membership, with some useful help
if you plan to come along. We can’t
do all the booking and organising
for everyone – nobody has the time
to take that on, but we will be
publishing all the basics so you can
help yourself. As the committee
nominated contact point for this
rally, call me or email me with any
questions or ideas.

The timing of this rally also fits
nicely with the Reims run –
‘Champagne with Everything’, so
we are trying to cater for both those
who do go to Reims and those who
don’t. The Reims contingent will
be riding from Reims to Metz on
Sunday 3rd September to conclude
their activities with Reims Chapter
and stay the night in Metz. For
those not attending Reims events,
we will be leaving Saturday p.m. or
Sunday a.m. and making Metz to
join those already there. Whether
you go ferry to Calais or take the
Chunnel is still up for grabs.
The routes from Metz are many and

varied but two parts of the ride are
recommended – riding through the
Black Forest of south western
Germany is well worth the effort
and the road across Austria from
Salzburg to Faak, going over the top
is a ride that every biker should do
before they pack up those old riding
boots.
Fakker See has become so popular
that hotel accommodation is
booked up years in advance, so
camping is just about the only
option. Hotel rooms may still be
available if you are prepared to ride
in each morning and back each
night but beware – this means no
drinking at the rally because
Austrian police give no time for
those caught boozed up and in
charge. The camp sites are all of
very high standards – as usual on
the continent – and we have been
advised by Ernst and Vera, who
have many years experience at this
event, that the Camping Grüber site
might be best. Booking for the
campsites is not normally necessary
if you plan to arrive on the first two
days or so. But if you plan to arrive
Friday or Saturday you might be

disappointed. By the way, we are
hoping to have an area set aside for
Surrey HOG at the Camping Grüber
site.
Surrey HOG are also planning some
specials while we are there and
among others we will stage a 3
countries ride-out. So its breakfast
in Austria, lunch in Slovenia and ice
cream for tea in Italy – keep your
eyes peeled for further details about
this one.
We are also planning to take a van
down with all the kit and camping
gear. We have a driver lined up but
we are still looking for a van – more
details on this as soon as we get
them – there will be a charge for
luggage as normal, but how much
depends in part on how much
demand there is.
We will put together some
suggested routes and schedules,
together with some of the options
for ferries, hotels etc.
This is a fantastic event and I urge
you all to try it once – there is a
well known European Bike Week

truism – “You never forget your first
Faak”
If you are planning to come to Faak
then call me 01932 888451 or
email me at faak@surreyhog.info
See you there.
Max Fisher
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1550cc
Big twin

The day our bike grew up
Our bike is a 100th Anniversary
FXDWG Dyna Wideglide.
We bought it from Surrey HarleyDavidson in Sep 2002. Since then,
we’ve ridden 25,000 glorious miles –
including Barcelona and back
through the Pyrennees, Monte Gordo
and back across rural Spain and
Portugal, and St Tropez and back by
way of the French Massif, Italian
lakes, Swiss Alps and German Black
Forest. We’ve been around a bit, that
bike and us.
Then suddenly, on Thursday 22 Dec
2005, it grew up.
Over the previous three years we
had performed quite a bit of chrome
therapy on it. Custom Chrome semiape bars, chrome switch housings,
engine guards, mega chrome
headlight, Thunderstar chrome
wheels and matching rear sprocket,
chrome gear shift and inner primary
cover, chrome swing arm and lower
belt cover, chrome billet brake
callipers front and rear.
You get the picture. The only bits we
were forced to replace were after we
got sandwiched between two other
bikes outside a Belgian chocolate
factory in 2003.
(Strange But True Fact No.1: the
pieces of ‘bread’ on either side of our
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bent chrome sandwich were none other
than the two successive Safety Officers
of what is now a private bike club
somewhere in Surrey).
Then just before Christmas, when
other bikes were nestling in their air
bubbles or semi-hibernating under
layers of S100, our bike went into
Surrey Harley-Davidson for its Big
Winter Offer Big Bore Conversion.
Bigger chambers and pistons. 203
cams. Upgraded ignition. New
tensioners and cam chains. (Do I
sound like I know what I’m talking
about? I know, I know – I did until I
asked the question!)
But, as you’ve now guessed, we got it
back on Thursday 22 Dec. And folks
– the bike has grown up. As a 1450
Big Twin, it had balls before. But now
its balls have dropped. Its voice has
got a lot lower and a lot louder. It
grunts and growls instead of
muttering about potatoes.
(Strange But True Fact No. 2: HarleyDavidson claim that a Big Twin idling
sounds like ‘potato – potato – potato’.
They went to extraordinary lengths to
make the new VRod engine make the
same sound. In 2000 they gave up a
six year attempt to actually
trademark the sound when it started
to cost more in legal fees than seemed
worth it).

And it has muscle. Yeah, it had
muscles before, but now it has
Muscle. Its huge biceps effortlessly
sweep rider and pillion off our feet
and then its vast new quadriceps just
power us off amidst a glorious roar.
And that’s just while we are running
it in! The extra torque makes it so
different that gear changing is now
about 20% less – you only have to
approximate the technically correct
gear for it to respond well. In third,
when you should be in second? No
matter. Third works just as well.
We’ve now done the first 100 miles
and Uncle Stuart down at Surrey HD says its OK to ease it up to 70mph.
Nearly time to test the 30% extra
horsepower then.
Oh good.
There has to be a downside of
course. No, I’m not talking about the
higher petrol consumption – that’s
more than worth the power trade-off.
No, upgrading from a V twin 88 cubic
inch engine capacity means that our
number plate (V88 HLY) has now
passed its sell-by date. And V95 has
been swiped by someone else.
Bugger. Any offers for a great
registration mark?
Dik Gregory

Club
Safety Tips for Winter Riding

Notice Board
QUO START
OF SEASON
HOG PARTY

It is that time of year again when most of you will be thinking about getting your
bikes out of hibernation and taking to the roads for what should prove to be a
good riding season, but before you do please take a few moments to carry out all
the necessary checks required for a safe and trouble free riding season.
Firstly your P.O.W.E.R. checks

1st April

O oil-check levels

The First of April is the date and
Gatwick Manor is the place, For what?
I hear you cry, Surrey HOG’S Start of
Season Party of course. Winter is
behind us and it is time to get Down
Down Deeper an Down to the best
*tribute band to the best boogie band
on the planet, STATUS QUO.
The night will be spent Rocking all
over the World to STATUS CLONE and
Rob Paxton our tame DJ, who is
guaranteed to the Break the Rules
again like he did at Christmas.
Doors open at 7.30 pm and the HOT
Buffet starts at 8pm where you can
have Whatever You Want, then get
those air guitars in tune for an evening
on the Wild Side of Life with friends
old and new as we give the riding
season a kick start Surrey HOG style.
You are not In The Army Now so dress
as casual or as smart as you like, the
band certainly have their own dress
code of faded denim and trainers.
Then just as you are fading like Ice in
the Sun, it is time to do it Again Again
why don’t we do it Again to Rocking
Rob Paxton as he revs up his
turntables until the wee hours. When
it is time to Roll over Lay Down, why
not check in to the Premier Lodge
Hotel next door, or if you are Rollin
Home just Don’t Drive my Car.
Everyone one is welcome because
there is Something About you Baby I
like.

Tickets available
from the dealership
Price £50 for TWO - going fast - book
early to avoid disappointment!

P

petrol-do I have enough to complete my journey.

W water-not for most of you unless you own a V rod
E

electrics-check lights, indicators and all switches

R

rubber-see below

Rubber is one of the most important items, after all the control of your machine is
totally dependent on the grip between the tyres and the road surface.
The tyre grip trade- off
Your ability to control your machine, the safety of yourself and other road users,
depends on the tyre grip available. In any given situation there is a limited
amount of tyre grip and this is shared between accelerating, braking and
cornering forces. If more tyre grip is used for braking or accelerating, there is
less available for cornering, and visa versa.
Terry Bing (Safety Officer)

SPOOKY Web site Traffic!!!
Frequent visitors to our website www.surreyhog.info will know that it is
regularly updated with the latest event information and news, as well as a
log and photos of past events. What you may not know is that around 150 of
you now visit our site every single day. In addition to event information, you
also make a lot of use of the available downloads including membership
application forms and other important Chapter information, such as the
HOG Charter. We were particularly interested to note that more than 300
copies of the Charter have been downloaded in recent months – a sure sign
that the Chapter membership is keen to understand the wider organisation
of which Surrey HOG is an affiliated member.
Other analysis of website traffic is also interesting....In addition to the
printed copies of our newsletters that are sent to every paid-up Chapter
member, our previous two editions have been downloaded over 250 times.
And when the crucial Nominet decision was announced, its full text was
downloaded over 100 times by people interested to know why an
independent lawyer had decided that surreyhog.co.uk could only be
operated on behalf of the official Chapter. Nominet's ruling is still available
for those who are interested.
http://www.surreyhog.info/nominet.pdf
Meanwhile, this Winter edition of the Newsletter will be available on our
website shortly for the benefit of our wider audience...the truth is out there!
Dik Gregory Assistant Director

For Sale - New FXRG Leather Jacket Large,
Excellent Riding Jacket,
Unwanted Prize New Price £ 580.00
For Sale £ 350.00
Tel Steve 01243 543542, 07946671456
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Catherine’s
New Baby
The birth of Pegasus
I bought my Softail Springer in
2003. It was gun metal grey and
covered in anniversary badges.
I had not exactly desired a 100-year
anniversary bike. I had been riding
my restricted Sportie for two years
and now my time was up: 10,000
miles and two European Rallies
were behind me and I couldn’t wait
to ride a big V twin.
I have always been attracted to
white Harleys with as much shiny
chrome as possible gleaming in the
sun and yet here I was with a rather
dull blue bike looking very much
like every other anniversary model,
in spite of the distinctive springer
forks.
The word is that to hold their value
anniversary bikes must keep their
original paint. It seemed I would
just have to make the best of it.
After all it was a fantastically
responsive riding machine, even if it
didn’t make my heart turn over
when I stopped for a coffee and
gazed at it. (I feel sure that all you
girls know what I mean here!)
The cost of buying new replacement
fenders and tanks was prohibitive
so I was rather stuck for a while.
Then I struck lucky and managed to
find a slightly damaged tank in a
boot sale. About a year later ( yes, I

can be patient) I met someone who
was putting a ‘fat back end’ on a
new springer so I bought his rear
fender at a reasonable price and
still I waited. Then last summer
Steve came back from a business
trip to Houston with a surprise
present of a new primed front
fender. At last I was ready.
The first task was to get the front
fender chromed to reflect those
beautiful front forks. Thanks to
Mike at the dealership this was
arranged.
Next a visit to Keith Baker to see if
my vision of the winged horse could
work on a pearl white base.
The picture I took to show him was
pink and blue so we had some
interesting discussions about what I
really wanted. With much arty hand
waving on my part I tried to convey
my vision of a misty grey winged
horse emerging from the clouds.
In retrospect the only thing I think
I clearly communicated was what I
didn’t want. He listened patiently
and said he would discuss it with
Brian the artist, who would do the
free hand airbrushing.
Within a week he had confirmed
that it could be done and we settled
on a reasonablish sum and agreed.
Suddenly I realised it would be
painted and ready within a matter
of weeks. It was then at the point of
no return that I that I began to
have misgivings. What if after more
than two years of anticipation would
I be disappointed? Brian called me
a couple of times to talk and

discuss finer points of colour and
design, then all I could do was wait.
At last an e-mail came through from
Brian with an attachment of preview
pictures. I waited a while to open
this. I had to brace myself for the
inevitable disappointment I had by
now convinced myself I would feel
and have to conceal.
As I scrolled down through a big
smile began to spread across my
face. This was something like it!
Yes!
We collected the painted fender
and tank from Keith who imparted
secrets of using magnets on sticks
(to remove shot blasting from the
inside of the tank) and Waxoil (a
mysterious substance to coat inner
surfaces of fenders and inhibit rust).
Next stop Kevin.
Within a week Kevin had done the
deed. At last I was able to
appreciate the total affect, clean and
gleaming in the winter sun outside
his back door.
I was not disappointed. My winged
vision lay before me. Pegasus has
emerged after a two and a half year
gestation period. This is longer
than an elephant takes, but then we
are talking about a winged horse for
goodness sake!
Suddenly this feels like MY bike.
I can’t wait for the summer.
Catherine Cork

Grandson Leo’s HOG

Pegasus
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Steve’s
Vasilikos

Review of the 2006 FLHRCI Road
King Classic – the Real Thing.
This must be a first – a review of a
bike I have yet to ride – but I am
indebted to the Feb 2006 issue of
American Iron which, on page 66,
has a photo of my new bike, even in
my colours, and from which I have
plagiarised shamelessly.
This review will be updated as soon
as I pick up the bike on 1st March
have completed the
first 5,000 miles, so
look out for the next
instalment!

lights, large easy to read tank
mounted Speedo and classic
leather saddlebags.
The heart of the bike is a
standard 1450cc Twin Cam 88
engine, which as we speak, is
being loving modified by Surrey HD
to expand the cc to 1550, put in
high performance cams, breather
kit, a programmable Electronic Fuel
Injection system and Screaming
Eagle pipes to up the power by some
30% and make sure
I don’t get left at the
lights!

The power plant
The retro style of the
looks just right,
Classic is a tribute to
powder coated black
Cruise Control
the old days when the
then highlighted in
FLH dominated the
chrome.
two-wheeled market.
The standard five
This includes the
speed transmission
wide white-walled
completes the power
tyres wrapped over
train, with gear
steel laced 16” front and rear
change managed with a new low
wheels, throwback chrome tank and
effort clutch which reduces the peak
fender emblems and old fashioned
pull in force by 24% with a retouring screen! But will this stay
designed ball and ramp mechanism
on my bike for long? Other
and diaphragm spring. In standard
functional features include new
form the bike will pull all the way to
bright clear lens auxiliary passing
the peak horsepower of 67.3 and

max torque of 73.5 ft-lbs at anything
over 1500 rpm. With the engine
modifications underway both hp and
torque will be substantially
increased!
The two tone Black Cherry
Pearl/Black Pearl paint is rich and
deep and with the combination of a
seat height of 29.5in and air
adjustable rear suspension will
provide all day comfort in the
saddle. The new 2006 model has a
number of other subtle changes –
the reduced effort clutch, new
footboard inserts, new
50amp/650watt charging system
and cruise control which will all
add to the laid back approach to
heading off into the sun this
summer – I can’t wait!!
Steve Cork
Road Captain
Surrey HOG
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A Man for
All Seasons
So here we are almost
ending my first year as a
member a HOG and
what a year it has been..
Buying my Roadking Classic, called
“Milly” as she makes you feel like a
millionaire, in March, my first ever
Harley Davidson (oh
how I wished I had
done it earlier) gave me
automatic membership
of HOG and thus threw
me into a whole new
world.
Although with the way
this year has been,
maybe I should call her
a rain king as she came with her
own personal rain cloud. This cloud
has followed me to places as far
apart as France, Blackpool, John O
Groats and Exmouth.
At first I did not join a chapter but
decided to enter the ABC of touring
competition that is in the HOG
Tales, I started this while running
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the bike in on a trip to France and
Belgium. Dorking Harley was next
and by the end of the year I
managed 46 points (if you include a
very dodgy X I found somewhere in
Staffordshire) maybe not in the
running for mega prizes but fun
none the less.
Some of the signs I collected on the
way to and from rallies like the
NABD in Cheshire,
“Pissed Indian” in Kent
and “Rams Revenge” in
Sussex, The Road King
really is capable of
carrying an amazing
amount of stuff useful for
the luxuries I like to take
when “roughing it”.
An unexpected trip to
hospital put me off the bike for
nearly 2 months sadly missing out
on SOFER that was to be my first
HOG rally.
It was on one of the trips to Dorking
Harley during my recovery that I
picked up a leaflet for the Surrey
HOG Chapter, and by late August I
had been to my first meeting at

Ockley and ride out to the Ace Café
for breakfast New members should
be warned that Breakfast is taken
very seriously as a Surrey HOG
member.
With all this activity I reached the
5,000 mile service time very soon,
a job easily dealt with by Mike and
the lads and lasses at the
Dealership. However it was a shock
riding the loan bike after the king.
Then there was the Ace Café run to
Brighton, the Ride to the Oxford
Open Day (Thanks DP9 for getting
us there safely I would never have
found it), the Boot fair all invariably
with food somewhere in sight. This
will surely not do any planned diet
any good.
It is worth noting that, with the
rides starting at the dealership it
gives you more browsing time for
trinkets and nick knacks for your
bike, oh how the wish list grows,
along with a good cup of coffee it is
a good way to start the day.
As the clocks turned back and the
nights drew in, the rides continue

Ian Thoburn - My first year as a member a HOG
with Dik’s excellent trip to
Chiselhurst Caves, and then onto
Bing’s breakfast rides.
The first one being somewhat damp,
so we practiced advanced riding,
I’m sure the tips picked up will
help me splash the way through the
winter. Whatever the weather it
seems a few turn up.
And then the big announcement at
the pre bike sale in November the
Milwaukee holiday contest, as if we
need an excuse to ride anyway, you
can be sure I will be in for that.
Renewal was sent in within days to
ensure I was eligible.
Ian Mutch’s talk about the
Motorcycle Action Group at the Inn
on the Green was very informative
and a great turnout, despite the
weather turning a little nippy to say
the least. Not too suprising I’m often
the only silly so and so on a bike.
Nippy was soon not the word as the
ice came early this year, so rides
were snatched when you could.
The Toy Run for the Golden Lions
Children’s Trust on December 4th
was well attended, and the 20 or so

bikes of the chapter really swelled
the numbers, there was a real
eclectic mix of bikes on the ride, all
ending up with mince pies and
coffee, excellent.
The Christmas
Cracker was just that.
I had heard that
HOG people like to
party well, and I was
not disappointed I
was even seen on the
dance floor, a
brilliant DJ and
Copperhead were fantastic, I
enjoyed it so much I have already
booked a room for April’s party and
with next years ride outs announced
the diary is already full
Bedecked with tinsel it even made
some trips to work, though sadly I
did not manage to go out on the
bike Christmas day. Though she did
get a few presents.
News year’s day however arrived
and I squeezed into my leathers
(just mmmm maybe there’s a
resolution) and took the bike out for

some clear the head type miles,
with a bank holiday on the Monday
gave more time for riding, and a
good 200 miles over 2 days with
more ABC pictures started for 2006.
Chasing gritter lorries up the M40
one evening early January for a
party, was not nice I was pebble
dashed like mad, and feeling very
sorry for poor Milly who now
resembled a dispatch riders trials
bike I took her down to Brighton for
some fresh air, and then along to
Eastbourne (via the “long man of
Wilmington”) then back home for a
3 hour wash, not a chore more a
labour of love.
Ten months ownership, Eight
months of the most enjoyable riding
fun I have ever had. Five countries,
7,500 miles, with some great new
friends in the Chapter. It’s been a
great year.
Roll on 2006 the sunshine and even
more adventures.
Buying “Milly” has been the best
decision I have ever made.
Ian Thoburn

Custom HOG’s at the
London Motorcycle Show
Photos Ian Thoburn
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Read the review on P6? - Now’s the time to

...BUT YOU’LL SURE AS HELL

Twin Cam 88® stock vs. 1550 Stage 1 Kit

FEEL IT!
Touring model with 29774-02A shown. Corrected torque and horsepower measured

Perhaps it’s time you converted

at the rear wheel on a Dynojet® chassis Dynamometer. Your results may vary.

Fancy an extra handful of legendary Harley torque? Well here’s your
perfect opportunity to enjoy even more performance, ready for the
2006 riding season. Our Screamin’ Eagle® BIG Bore Stage 1 Kits for
EFi models take your 1450cc engine up to 1550cc without any affect
on engine reliability.
The conversion is carried out by experienced, trained Harley-Davidson
technicians with all parts being covered by a comprehensive 24 month
manufacturer’s warranty. What’s more, we will even colour match
up to your existing silver or black engine finish. The only person that
knows what lurks beneath the cool exterior is you.

For Winter
further information
prices
call
Mike Wilson
promotion &
runs
until
15/02/06.
Service Hotline: 01306883825

ANY HARLEY-DAVIDSON DEALER

We even go as far fitting a high performance clutch spring, required to
handle all that extra power. Call now for full details.

285-293HOTLINE:
High Street
SERVICE
0870 Dorking
000 0000

Surrey
RH4
Any Street,
Any Town,
Any 1RL
City ANY 123.
Gallery: Ian Thoburn
www.anyharleydavidson.co.uk

Call our NEW Hotline for latest Event Updates:

0845 094 1171@ local rate

5th March

Littlehampton Lunch Run

Kevin

12th March

Breakfast with the Devil

Graham

19th March

Pioneer Run

Steve

26th March

Blast to Bognor

Colin

1st April

Start of Season Party-Saturday night

Gatwick Manor

9th April

Ogri Café Breakfast Run

Terry

15th April

Howards Hot Rod BBQ - Saturday

Howard

16th April

Easter Sunday at the Ace Café

Keith

23rd April

Dragonslayer Ride - St Davids Day

Garry

28-30th April

Chocolate Soldier Run - Bruges

7th May

Motorcycle Loft

Terry

New Member ride to the Vintage Motorcycles

All Road Crew

display in Amberley
13th May

Moules et Frites - day ride to France

20-21st May

BMF show Peterborough

Kevin

28th May

Harley and India day run

Steve

Roger

For all the latest updated datailed information including meeting point/time go to:

www.surreyhog.info

www.grahamwoodsdesign.co.uk

Events

Surrey Harley Davidson

CONTACT JOHN SMITH TO BOOK YOUR BIKE IN.

